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&@XX-IANICS, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY. 

TKhN*L*tED FOR l-lx* JOURNAL OF mm BRANKLIN INSTITUTE, 

On the Mnnufhxture of Metallic Pens. 

Although millions of metallic pens are consumed in Europe and 
other parts of the world, yet the manufacture of them is little under- 
stood, and almost exclusively carried on in England.* 

The principle-of this manufacture is extremely simple, nevertheless, 
the operations necessary to brin, m this small article to the state in which 
we see it, are more complicated than we should he led to expect. 
The following is the information on the subject which we have been 
able to collect:- 

The material of which metallic pens is made, consists, in general, 
of plates of steel of the same thickness as that of the pen wh6n finished. 
These steel plates are from l-25 m.t to 1.50 m. long by from O-60 m. to 
0.90 m. wide. They are cut by a machine entuely similar to that 
used for cutting the paste-boards for Jacquard looms, into bands or 
strips, the width of which is about double the length that each pen 
should have when finished. 

These strips are taken to the cutting-press, which nearly resembles 
the fly-press used in coining, but is smaller and more simple. A 
young girl takes, with the left hand, one of the loaded levers of this 
press, and with the rtght hand pushes successively the metallic strips 
on to the die or matrix of the press. 

When this operation is completed, the work-woman strikes a blow 
with the press, which cnts oot many blaG pens at a time, these are 
so placed in two rows, that the point of one of the pensof the one row 
is cot out of the interval that separates two adjoining pens of the other 
row, and so reciprocally. The die which lies below, and the counter- 
die, which the screw of the press successively raises and lowers, have 
forms corresponding to the number and pattern of the pens that are 
to be cut at one blow. As soon as the blow is struck, the work- 
woman draws back the lever j the cut-out blank pens fall into a box 
placed to receive them; the work-woman pushes on the strip of steel, 
and the same operation is repeated. 

A young girl can, in this manner, cut out 30~1 blank pens in a min- 
ute. 

The pens, in this state, are taken to another work-woman, whose 
business it is to pierce the hole which they are to have near their cen- 
tre. This hole is made by a press exactly like that used to cut out 
the pens, bnt smaller. The piercer, or punch, has the shape of the 
hole intended to be made, and the matrix has a corresponding cavity. 

The blank pens jnst cut out, being placed to the left of this work-wo- 
man, she takes a certainummber of them in her right hand, which she 

* Note by the Translutor.--The manufacture of metallic pens is carried on ex- 
tensively in the Uniteli Srates. 

f The metre, which is the measure adopted in this paper, is equal to 39’371 Eng 
lish inches. 
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~Iolds by the fingers by the widest part, opposite to the point; she intro- 
duces this point between the di?s, until she meets with a resistance 
caused by a stopper, she then adjusts it, fixes the pen in its place by 
means of a small elevation on the counter-die, so arranged, as that not 
only the point, but also its oblique edge, exactly fit it, and the pen is 
placed in a fixed and determined position under the screw of the press. 
11~ this position, the work-woman strikes the blow with the fly-press, 
pierces the hole, and whilst, with the same hand, she draws back the 
lever, with the right she throws to the same side the pierced pen, 
which had been held firmly during the operation, and immediately, 
with qnickness and dexterity, replaces it with another, which is to be 
similarly treated. 

These pens, thus pierced, pass into the hands of a third work-woman, 
who makes the two lateral slits, which give them the necessary elas- 
ticity. This operation is performed exactly in the same manner as 
the preceding. 

Among all the before mentioned operations, none presents more diffi- 
culties than the cutting or sinking of the dies and counter-dies, and 
their adjustment in the press. These require, in fact, much ability, 
care, and exactness; but when once good tools are prepared, the man- 
nfacture may go on steadily, fnrnishing products of a good quality, 
and always of the same pattern. 

The next process is to ronnd the pens, that is, to give them a semi- 
cylindrical form. For this purpose, the counter-stamp has a cavity 
corresponding to the shape which the pen is to have. The work- 
woman takes the pens and poshes their open and slit extremities as far 
as a stopper will permit, on to this counter-stamp, and then, by means 
of a blow of the press, brings down the stamp, which is so shaped as 
to give the pen the necessary cnrve. 

As soon as the pen has received the proper curvature; the slit at the 
point, which causes the ink to flow, must be made. This delicate 
operation is little known, and many persons have, till now, supposed 
that it was performed by stamping, exactly as in the usual way, that 
is, by means of a kind of blade or knife, which, aft.er having cut the 
slit in the pen, was to enter into a corresponding slit in the counter- 
stamp; but it would appear, on the contrary, that it is effected by tools 
which operate rather like the blades of a pau of scissors, than like 
parts of a stamp, properly speaking. The counter-stamp, in this case, 
acts as,one ofthese bladesj whilst the stamp takes the place of the 
other. Between these blades, the blank pen is fixed in a proper po- 
sition to make the slit, which is cut rather successively, than slit, and 
the piece taken out at a blow. 

When the pens are brought to this state, we are assured that to 
smooth off the too-sharp edges, they are filed by hand with fine files 
by some manufacturers, whilst others roll them in parcels in the pow- 
der of emery, or other hard stones. Finally, it appears to be certain 
that the points are smoothed and ronnded off on a hone, or rather on 
a soft grindstone, in order that they may not tear the paper. 

However this may be, when the pens have acquired the necessary 
perfection, they are thrown in a mass into a cast-iron pot, in which 
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they are heated in a furnace to redness ; in this state, t!ley are imme- 
diately plunged into a vessel containing a composition into which gum. 
lac enters. After remaining twenty-four hours in this composition, 
they will have received. the required color. They are then placed in 
an apparatus similar to that used in Paris for roasting coffee, mixed 
with a smail quantity of fine sand, and are turned round in it until, 
by the continued motion and the friction of the sand, the excess of 
gum lac has beeu removed, and they have received all the brilliancy 
of which they are susceptible. 

d!?ccou~bt of th,e Stajbrdshire Potteries, <with a Uistory of the ~5%t. 
Contmued from page 65. 

The clay being prepared, we will next consider some of the multi- 
farious modes of operation by which it is converted into objects of 
use and ornament ; and our first visit shall be to the THROWER, rather 
for the sake of preserving continuity in our remarks on the several 
processes, than in the hope of conveying new information to the read- 
er; for there are few unacquainted with the wonder-working powers 
of “the potter’s wheel.” A ball of clay is placed on the cenVe of the 
revolving wheel, and by the simplest manipulation is made to spring 
at once into form and character, assuming at the operator’s will any 
contour of which a circular vessel is capable, the plastic clay being 
formed or transformed with an ease almost incredible. Every “piece,” 
when made, is cut off the wheel by a wire being passed under it. 

When the thrown ware is sufficiently dry, it is transferred to the 
hands of the TuRNER,Jvhose business it is to finish it by forming the 
angles and cnrves more truly, and to impart a general smoothness 
and polish to the surface. This process resembles that of common 
wood-turning, but, from the nature of the material, is executed with 
greater ease and rapidity. The vessel is fitted upon a block, or chuck, 
attached to the lathe, and the turning is performed by means of thin 
iron tools-few in number and simple in form. 

Articles that require handles are passed from the lathe to the work- 
shop of the HANDLER. These useful adjuncts are made by pressure 
in moulds, made of gypsum, and, after being sufficiently dried, are 
fixed on the vessel with %lip.” The adhesion is so immediate and 
perfect that in most cases the article may be lifted by the handle, 
without danger, before it has left the bench of the operator. When 
the handle is fitted the superfluous slip is removed with a sponge, and 
t,he parts of jnnction smoothed round with a small tool ; the article is 
then finished, unless a spout or lip is required, as in the case of jugs 
and tea-pots. These are made and attached in the same manner as 
tl le handles. 

Plates, dishes, saucers, &c .,-termed FLAT PREssINB-are made from 
moulds, which form the inside of the article, the exterior being given 
by “profiles” made of fired clay glazed. The clay is “batted” out 
td the required thickness and srze, and laid upon the mould, Ghichis 
placed upon a plaster block, having an iron axis and working upon 


